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Storm Constantine's first novel, expanded and re-edited from the original 1980s edition,
with extra appendices and chapter heading illustrations. New edition 2007. "Terror hung
in the air like the foul-smelling smoke from a gutted house, where people have been
burned alive inside. I could feel it. "Wraeththu. I shiver to say the word. Something has
happened to them. Where did they come from? How did it happen? Why is it spreading
like a plague? "I have seen. I have seen what they do. I have seen their faces. They
always take their dead with them, always. There is a secret. Dont you understand? A
secret. Wraeththu are not what they seem. They are more than they seem." Groundbreaking when they first appeared, the Wraeththu Chronicles chart the history of a new
race of hermaphrodite beings who come to replace humanity on Earth. Daring, erotic
and magical, these editions include deleted scenes', which have now been restored
and expanded. The book also includes new chapter heading illustrations by acclaimed
fantasy artist, Ruby.
Two men united by a bond neither time nor trauma could break now seek to capture the
love that beats within their hearts. Clayton Phillips and Logan Callen found each other
at the tender age of thirteen. The two foster brothers quickly became inseparable,
relying on each other for support to move beyond their troubled pasts. However, one
whispered confession changed the course of their lives. Now sixteen years later the two
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men are together again, but the reunion is far from sweet. Logan, an Army Ranger
veteran, is trying to heal from both the emotional and physical trauma he endured while
deployed in Afghanistan. Clay, a Boston Police Detective, is determined to rebuild their
once close bond. Both men have withheld a secret from each other. Both men are in
love—with each other. Can they work together to overcome their pasts and build a future
together, or is it too late?

Explores the origins of the powerful post-human, androgynous race called the
Wraeththu as they move from their small tribes towards their destiny of world
domination, led by archmage Thiede, ruler Pellaz, and young Lileem.
A unique work on the history and magic of the Egyptian feline goddesses, Bast
and Sekhmet, from the ancient land of majestic splendour and long-held secrets.
Practising pagans Storm Constantine and Eloise Coquio discuss the important
role cats – who have been both worshipped as gods and reviled as demons –
play in many people’s lives, not just as pets but as spiritual totems.A manual for
magic incorporates all the rituals the authors’ circle have used, with suggestions
for creating one’s own, whether working solo or in groups. Also discussed are
such aspects as temple creation, attuning with your own cat familiar, and ritual
techniques.Finally, the authors suggest ways in which you can work in Bast’s
name in this world, such as by ‘adopting’ a lion or helping animal charities.Bast
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and Sekhmet: Eyes of Ra was written in response to the ever-increasing
popularity of and demand for information about these powerful and mysterious
deities – ancient goddesses for a new age.
Given the many ways in which immigration law can affect a single individual as
well as as large corporation, most lawyers will encounter a client needing
immigration law advice. Yet for the nonspecialist, immigration law can be
daunting, particularly because it is governed by a complex mix of statutes,
regulations, and federal and administrative court guidance as well as by
adjudicatory policies from multiple administrative agencies. Thus, it is important
for lawyers to understand how best to spot immigration issues for clients, and
when to involve an immigration attorney for assistance with a client. This book
was written by immigration law specialists who insights, guidance, and practice
tips can offer help in understanding these issues. The book is meant to provide
attorneys working in various areas of law with enough information to identify
problematic immigration issues, counsel their clients accordingly and if the matter
is advanced to know when to advise the client to consult with immigration
counsel.It will also introduce attorneys to the myriad of agencies involved in the
immigration process."
A manual on how to create a magical system based on your favourite pop
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culture.
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